Standardization of data processing and statistical analysis in comparative plant proteomics experiment.
Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis remains the most widely used technique for protein separation in plant proteomics experiments. Despite the continuous technical advances and improvements in current 2-DE protocols, an adequate and correct experimental design and statistical analysis of the data tend to be ignored or not properly documented in current literature. Both proper experimental design and appropriate statistical analysis are requested in order to confidently discuss our results and to conclude from experimental data.In this chapter, we describe a model procedure for a correct experimental design and a complete statistical analysis of proteomic dataset. Our model procedure covers all of the steps in data mining and processing, starting with the data preprocessing (transformation, missing value imputation, definition of outliers) and univariate statistics (parametric and nonparametric tests), and finishing with multivariate statistics (clustering, heat-mapping, PCA, ICA, PLS-DA).